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Abstract
Various proof methods have been proposed to solve the implication problem, i.e. proving
that properties of the form: 8P ! Q – where P and Q denote conjunctions of atoms – are
logical consequences of logic programs. Nonetheless, it is commonplace to say that it is still
quite a dicult problem. Besides, the advent of the constraint logic programming scheme con-
stitutes not only a major step towards the achievement of ecient declarative logic program-
ming systems but also a new field to explore. By recasting and simplifying the implication
problem in the constraint logic programming (CLP) framework, we define a generic proof
method for the implication problem, which we prove sound from the algebraic point of view.
We present four examples using CLP(N), CLP(RT), CLP(R) and RISC-CLP(R). The logical
point of view of the constraint logic programming scheme enables the automation of the proof
method. At last, we prove the unsolvability of the implication problem, we point out the or-
igins of the incompleteness of the proposed proof method and we identify two classes of pro-
grams for which we give a decision procedure for the implication problem. Ó 1998 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Constraint logic programming; Verifying and reasoning about programs; Proof
theory
1. Introduction
Various proof methods, e.g. [5,22,23,8,11], have been proposed to solve the impli-
cation problem, i.e. proving that properties of the form: 8P ! Q – where P and Q
denote conjunction of atoms – are logical consequences of logic programs [24].
Nonetheless, it is commonplace to say that it is still quite a dicult problem.
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Besides, the advent of the constraint logic programming (CLP) scheme (cf.
[18,19]) whose main instances are described in [7,12,20], constitutes not only a major
step towards the achievement of ecient declarative logic programming systems, but
also a new field to explore.
By simplifying and recasting the implication problem in the CLP framework, i.e.
proving that properties of the form 8d1 ^ p! d2, where p is an atom and d1 and d2
disjunctions of constraints, are logical consequences of definite constraint logic pro-
grams, we propose a generic proof procedure for the implication problem which may
be easily implemented.
Let us give an intuitive idea of the implementation. The standard goal of a con-
straint solver is to check the solvability of a conjunction of constraints. A non-stan-
dard use is to test whether a constraint is a logical consequence of a set of
constraints. It relies on the following trick: an atomic constraint c is a logical conse-
quence of a conjunction of constraints Cs i Cs [ :c is unsolvable. So, in order to
prove the property Prop: 8p ! c, we first prove that Prop is true for the non-recur-
sive clauses defining p. Then, assuming it holds for p in the body of a recursive
clause, we thus prove that Prop is true for the head of the clause.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls basic notations, definitions
and results of the CLP scheme. Section 3 presents the proof method from the alge-
braic point of view. We propose four examples of its use in Section 4. In Section 5,
we show that the logical point of view of the CLP framework enables the automation
of the proof method. We prove the unsolvability of the implication problem and we
discuss the completeness of the method in Section 6. We conclude by comparing our
work with other techniques and sketching possible extensions of the proposed proof
method.
2. Preliminaries
Let us briefly recall some basic concepts of the CLP framework (see [18,19] for
more details). In order to be concise, we only consider the mono-sorted case.
Let V be a denumerable set of variables, F a finite set of function symbols, C a
finite set of constraint symbols and P a finite set of predicate symbols. A finite arity
is assigned to each function, constraint and predicate symbol. We assume that C con-
tains the binary symbol  . The set of terms, atomic constraints and atoms, defined as
usually done, are denoted by T F ; V ;AC; F ; V  and AP ; F ; V . var(o) denotes the
set of variables of the syntactic object o, and we write o~x as a shorthand for o where
var(o)  f~xg.
Definition 2.1. A constraint is a (possibly empty) conjunction of atomic constraints.
Definition 2.2. A generalized constraint is a (possibly empty) disjunction of
constraints.
Note that at this point of the statement we do not impose any finiteness condition
on a constraint or a generalized constraint.
When we switch from syntax to semantics, the key notion of the CLP(v) scheme
lies in the introduction of a structure which embodies the meaning of the specific in-
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tended constraint domain v. More precisely, a structure v over hF,Ci consists in a
non-empty domain Dv, an assignment to each n-ary function symbol of a function
Dvn ! Dv and an assignment to each n-ary constraint symbol of a subset of
Dvn (apart from the binary constraint symbol , which is interpreted as equality).
A v-valuation is a mapping V ! Dv, extended in the obvious way to formulae. An
atomic constraint c is v-solvable i there is a v-valuation h such that v models ch
(which means that ch evaluates to true w.r.t. v); h is a v-solution to c and we write:
v ch. Otherwise c is v-unsolvable. v-solvability and v-unsolvability extend naturally
to constraints (the empty conjunction of atomic constraints is trivially v-solvable)
and disjunctions of constraints (the empty disjunction of constraints is trivially v-un-
solvable). Let :c denote the complement 2 of the solution space of c. This notation
extends naturally to constraints and generalized constraints.
The structure v has to be solution-compact w.r.t. hF,Ci, i.e. it should satisfy:
Let Pgm be a definite CLP(v) program, P be the set of predicate symbols in Pgm
and Dv be the set of finite sequences of elements of Dv. The v-base is the cross prod-
uct P Dv respecting the arities of the predicate symbols. A v-interpretation is any
subset of the v-base. A v-model of Pgm is a v-interpretation in which all the clauses
of Pgm are true. We have a mapping TPgm;v from and into the v-base:
TPgm;vS  f d 2 v-base : there is a clause in Pgm: A c  Body where A is
an atom; Body a conjunction of atoms; c a finite constraint and a
vÿvaluation h such that v ch; v Ah  d and fBody hg  Sg
whose powers are defined as usually done:
TPgm;v " 0  ;;
TPgm;v " n 1  TPgm;vTPgm;v " n;
TPgm;v " x  [n2NTPgm;v " n:
At last, the following fundamental property establishes the equivalence between
the algebraic and the fixpoint semantics:
Theorem 2.1 (semantics of CLP’s [18]). The least v-model of Pgm is the least fixpoint
of TPgm;v i.e. we have Mv;Pgm  TPgm;v " x:
(SC1) every element of Dv can be defined by a constraint (i.e. 8d 2 Dv, there exists
a constraint c with fxg  varc s.t. for every solution h of c we have:
xh  d);
(SC2) the complement of each atomic constraint can be described by a generalized
constraint (i.e. for every atomic constraint c, there exists a generalized
constraint c0 s.t. v 8:c$ c0).
2 If we consider the structure áN; f0; 1;g; fgñ and the constraint cx; y  x  y  1 then :cx; y
denotes for instance the following generalized constraint: x  y _ x  y  2 _ x  y  3 _   
_x 1  y _ x 2  y _    But :cx; y denotes the generalized constraint x P y  2 _ y P x if the
structure is áN; f0; 1;g; f; P gñ.
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3. The proof method (algebraic point of view)
Let B1 and B2 be two generalized constraints. We write B1 v B2 i every v-solu-
tion of B1 is a v-solution of B2. We have the following property:
Observation 3.1. B1 ^ :B2 is v-unsolvable iff B1 v B2.
We now give the format of the properties we want to prove.
Definition 3.1 (system of implications). Let ~x be a vector of distinct variables,
P  fp1; . . . ; png a set of predicate symbols, and B1; . . . ;Bn n finite generalized
constraints. We call a system of implications the following conjunction of
implications:
n^
i1
8~x pi~x ! Bi~x
 h i
:
Before formulating the main result of this section, we give a syntax of constraint
logic procedures. Let Pgm be a definite CLP(v) program and P the set of all predicate
symbols that appear in at least one clause of Pgm. If p 2 P , let np be the total number
of clauses from Pgm which define p. The ith clause defining p is denoted Clp;i and can
be written as:
Clp;i p~hi  Cp;i  pi;1~ti;1 . . . pi;ki~ti;ki;
where pi;1; . . . ; pi;ki are predicates from P , C’s denote finite constraints, ~h’s and ~t’s are
vectors of terms from T F ; V , well formed w.r.t. the corresponding predicate arity.
Notice that we can have ki  0, which means Clp;i is a unitary clause and, that in the
body of a clause of a predicate p, we can have pi;j  p, which means Clp;i is a recursive
clause.
Now, let (SI) be the following system of implications:^
p2P
8~x p~x ! Bp~x
 h i
:
Let sSI be the mapping which turns each clause Clp;i into the generalized constraint:
3
sSIClp;i 
k^i
j1
Bpi;j~ti;j
 !
^ Cp;i ^ ~hi  ~x ^ :Bp~x:
We have the following result:
Theorem 3.1 (the proof method and its correctness). If
H
_
p2P
16 i6 np
sSIClp;i
264
375 is v-unsolvable;
then the least v-model of Pgm is a v-model of (SI).
3 One may write :Bp~hi instead of ~hi  ~x ^ :Bp~x. But this simplification hides a crucial point of the
proof, namely that ~x is a vector of fresh distinct variables.
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Proof. Let I be the set fp~s j p 2 P ;v Bp~sg. I is a v-interpretation which is a v-
model of (SI) (by construction). We first prove that I is a v-model of Pgm. Let Clp;i
be a clause of Pgm, say p~hi  Cp;i  pi;1~ti;1 . . . pi;ki~ti;ki and let h be a v-valuation
verifying the following properties:
pi;1~ti;1h 2 I ; . . . ; pi;ki~ti;kih 2 I 3:1
v Cp;ih 3:2
We must prove that p~hih 2 I . By hypothesis (H) we know that
_
p2P
16 i6 np
sSIClp;i
264
375 is v-unsolvable
and so, we know that for the predicate p and the considered clause
k^i
j1
Bpi;j~ti;j
 !
^ Cp;i ^ ~hi  ~x ^ :Bp~x
" #
is v-unsolvable:
The previous formula is universally quantified and hence, if we apply h
k^i
j1
Bpi;j~ti;jh
 !
^ Cp;ih ^ ~hih  ~xh ^ :Bp~xh
" #
is v-unsolvable:
But by Eq. (3.1) we have: v ^kij1Bpi;j~ti;jh. So by Eq. (3.2) and because ~hih  ~xh is
always solvable, we conclude that :Bp~hih is v-unsolvable i.e. v Bp~hih (by Obser-
vation 3.1). Consequently, p~hih 2 I which implies that I is a v-model of Clp;i, hence
a v-model of Pgm.
To conclude the proof, it remains to show that the least v-model Mv;Pgm of Pgm is
a v-model of (SI). Let p 2 P and Impp : 8~x p~x ! Bp~x
ÿ 
be the implication corre-
sponding to p in (SI). If there is no p~s 2 Mv;Pgm then Impp is trivially true. Else, since
Mv;Pgm  I (by definition of the least v-model) and I is a v-model of (SI), we have
v Bp~s. 
Remark 3.1. With our definition of the mapping s, we must check that for each
predicate p and for each clause Clp;i defining p, 9sClp;i
 
is v-unsolvable. Let us
restate the approach in an implicative form that one may find easier to understand.
First, we define a new mapping s0
s0SIClp;i 
k^i
j1
Bpi;j~ti;j
 !
^ Cp;i ^ ~hi  ~x
" #
) Bp~x:
Then we check that v 8 s0Clp;i
 
for each clause Clp;i. Note that from a practical
point of view, the usual way to show v 8/ using a constraint solver of a CLP sys-
tem is to prove that :/ is v-unsolvable.
Corollary 3.1. The proof method can be applied to the following system of extended
implications^
p2P
8~x Ap~x ^ p~x
 
! Bp~x
h i
;
where Ap and Bp are generalized constraints.
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Proof. This result is due to two reasons. We have the logical equivalence
8~x Ap~x ^ p~x
 
! Bp~x  8~x p~x ! :Ap~x _ Bp~x
 
and we notice that the negation of a generalized constraint can be rewritten (SC2) as
a generalized constraint. 
4. Examples
Let us give four applications of Theorem 3.1. We would like to point out that the
simplification of constraints relies on algebraic reasoning in the involved structures.
Example 4.1. This example emphasizes the use of a generalized constraint in an
implication. Let Pgm be the following CLP(N) definite program (McCarthy’s 91
function), where N denotes the set of natural numbers, with F  f0; 1;;ÿg and
C  f; 6; >; 6 g [9]:
Clp;1 pu; uÿ 10  u > 100 
Clp;2 pu;w  u6 100  pu 11; v; pv;w
and the implication:
SI 8x; y px; y ! x > 100 ^ y  xÿ 10 _ x6 100 ^ y  91 :
We apply the mapping sSI:
sSIClp;1  u > 100  ^ u; uÿ 10  x; y  ^ : x > 100 ^ y  xÿ 10
_x6 100 ^ y  91;
sSIClp;2  u 11 > 100 ^ v  u 11ÿ 10 _ u 116 100 ^ v  91 
^ v > 100 ^ w  vÿ 10 _ v6 100 ^ w  91 
 ^ u6 100  ^ u;w  x; y 
^ : x > 100 ^ y  xÿ 10 _ x6 100 ^ y  91 :
We must prove sSIClp;1 _ sSIClp;2
ÿ 
is N-unsolvable.
sSIClp;1 ! u > 100  ^ : u > 100 ^ uÿ 10  uÿ 10 
^ : u6 100 ^ uÿ 10  91 
! u > 100  ^ u6 100 _ uÿ 10 6 uÿ 10 
^ u > 100 _ uÿ 10 6 91 
! u > 100 ^ u6 100  ^ u > 100 _ uÿ 10 6 91 ;
sSIClp;1 is N-unsolvable,
sSIClp;2 ! u > 89 ^ v  u 1 _ u6 89 ^ v  91 
^ v > 100 ^ w  vÿ 10 _ v6 100 ^ w  91 
^ u6 100  ^ u6 100 _ w 6 uÿ 10  ^ u > 100 _ w 6 91 :
By simplifications and the application of (_=^)-distributivity we obtain
sSIClp;2 ! w  91 ^ w 6 91 ^ . . .  _ v  91 ^ v > 100 ^ . . . 
_ w  91 ^ w 6 91 ^ . . .  _ w  91 ^ w 6 91 ^ . . . :
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Once again, sSIClp;2 is N-unsolvable. So we conclude to the unsolvability of
sSIClp;1 _ sSIClp;2
ÿ 
, i.e. the least N-model of Pgm is a N-model of (SI).
Notice that the converse
8x; y x > 100 ^ y  xÿ 10 _ x6 100 ^ y  91  ! px; y
is true and can be proved directly by any system including CLP(Q).
Example 4.2. This example shows that it might be necessary to prove a ‘strong
enough’ system of implications (see Section 6). Let Pgm be the following CLP(RT)
definite program, where RT denotes the set of rational trees, with the two
constraints and 6 [6].
Clq;1 qu  u  gv; v  hw; w  f u 
Clq;2 qu  u  gv  pf u; v
Clp;1 pu; v  v  hu  qgv:
Let (SI) be the system of implications we want to prove (we write fghx as a short-
hand for f ghx):
8x qx ! x  ghf x; 4:1
8x; y px; y ! x  fghx ^ y  hfgy: 4:2
We apply the mapping sSI:
sSIClq;1  u  gv  ^ v  hw  ^ w  f u  ^ u  x  ^ x 6 ghf x  ;
sSIClq;2  f u  fghf u  ^ v  hfgv  ^ u  x  ^ x 6 ghf x  ;
sSIClp;1  gv  ghfgv  ^ v  hu  ^ u; v  x; y 
^: x  fghx ^ y  hfgy :
We must prove sSIClq;1 _ sSIClq;2 _ sSIClp;1
ÿ 
is RT-unsolvable.
sSIClq;1 ! u  ghf u  ^ u  x  ^ x 6 ghf x 
! x  ghf x  ^ x 6 ghf x and is RT-unsolvable;
sSIClq;2 ! u  ghf u  ^ v  hfgv  ^ u  gv  ^ u 6 ghf u;
is RTÿunsolvable:
Note that the implication (4.2) is used to achieve the demonstration of the RT-un-
solvability of sSIClq;2.
Similarly, we can prove that sSIClp;1 is RT-unsolvable. Hence the least RT-
model of Pgm is a RT-model of (SI).
Example 4.3. We study a formal system using CLP(R). Consider the set S of words
(or strings) over R  fm; i; ug defined in [16] as follows: S is the least set containing
mi and verifying the four rules (a and b are any words over R):
if ai 2 S then aiu 2 S;
if am 2 S then maa 2 S;
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if aiiib 2 S then aub 2 S;
if auub 2 S then ab 2 S; :
We now briefly propose a possible definition of CLP(R) (see also [30]). Let
F0  fm; i; u; ág where m, i and u are constant symbols and á is a binary function sym-
bol, C  f;2g, where  and 2 are two binary constraint symbols. Let t and s be
two elements of T F0; V , F  F0 [ f;;K; ;g, and R be an element of T F ; V ,
which is a regular expression over fm; i; u; ág. An atomic constraint is either of the
form t  s or t 2 R. The associated domain DR is fm; i; ug, the constant symbols
m, i and u are interpreted as the strings m, i and u, and á as concatenation of strings.
The solution space of the constraint x 2 R is the set of words over fm; i; ug which the
regular expression R denotes. This structure is clearly solution-compact w.r.t. áF, Cñ.
Moreover, it is well known that there is a regular expression R0 such that
:x 2 R  x 2 R0; we write x 62 R as a shorthand for :x 2 R.
We can now easily construct a CLP(R) program Pgm (with a slight abuse of no-
tation) that exactly recognizes the words of S:
dhmi  
dhmáxáx   dhmáx
dhxáiu   dhxái
dhxáuáy   dhxáiiiáy
dhxáy   dhxáuuáy
Let us prove that each element of S begins with m and, after the m, contains only i’s
and u’s. Formally, we have
8x dhx ! x 2 mái u: 4:3
We try to apply Theorem 3.1:
· xmi ^x 62 mái u is clearly R-unsolvable;
· xái 2 mái u implies xáiu 2 mái u hence xái 2 mái u ^ xáiu 62mái u
is R-unsolvable;
· likewise, máx 2 mái u ^ máxáx 62 mái u is R-unsolvable;
· if xáiiiáy 2 mái u then x  máx0 and x0áiiiáy 2 i u so x0áuáy 2 i u there-
fore máx
0
áuáy 2 mái u. Consequently, xáiiiáy 2 mái u ^ xáuáy 62 mái u
is R-unsolvable;
· all the same, xáuuáy 2 mái u ^ xáy 62 mái u is R-unsolvable.
From Theorem 3.1, we conclude that Eq. (4.3) is true in the least R-model of Pgm.
In the same way, we could prove:
8x dhx ! x 2 máuáiáu  uáiáuáiáuáiáuáiáuáiáu 4:4
which shows that the number n of i’s in a word x of S verifies: n  1 mod 3 or
n  2 mod 3. Consequently, Eq. (4.4) gives a negative answer to the main question
asked by Hofstadter [16] concerning S: ‘does mu belong to S?’
Example 4.4. Let us consider the homographic series defined as follows:
u0 6 ÿ dc ;
un1  aun  bcun  d ; n P 0;
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where a; b; c and d are real numbers with c 6 0. We want to prove that the series is
constant equal to a=c from n  1 if ad ÿ bc  0.
First, we define the following definite program on RISC-CLP(R), where the do-
main is the set of real numbers, F  f0; 1;;ÿ; g and C  f; 6; P ; >g (see [17]
for more details):
Cl1 s0; u0; a; b; c; d  ÿcu0 6 d; c 6 0 
Cl2 sn 1; x; a; b; c; d  ÿcy 6 d; xcy  d  ay  b; c 6 0
 sn; y; a; b; c; d
So, we want to prove the following implication:
8n; x; a; b; c; d 2 R6;  n > 0 ^ ad ÿ bc  0  ^ sn; x; a; b; c; d ! cx  a:
We recognize the format of extended implications described in Corollary 3.1. So, we
must prove (SI)
8n; x; a; b; c; d 2 R6; sn; x; a; b; c; d ! 0 P n _ ad ÿ bc 6 0 _ cx  a:
sSICl1 n  0 ^ ÿcu0 6 d ^ c 6 0 ^ n > 0 ^ ad ÿ bc  0 ^ cu0 6 a;
is clearly Rÿunsolvable;
sSICl2  0 P n _ ad ÿ bc 6 0 _ cy  a  ^ ÿcy 6 d ^ c 6 0
^ xcy  d  ay  b ^ n > 0 ^ ad ÿ bc  0 ^ cx 6 a:
If 0 P n then sSICl2 is trivially R-unsolvable. And the same if ad ÿ bc 6 0. If cy  a
then
xcy  d  ay  b  cxcy  d  acy  bc  multiply by c 6 0
 cxa d  a2  bc  because cy  a
 cxa d  a2  ad  because ad ÿ bc  0
 cxa d  aa d: 4:5
If a d  0 then cy  a  ÿcy  d and then sSICl2 is R-unsolvable. Else, we
simplify Eq. (4.5) by a d which gives cx  a and sSICl2 is R-unsolvable. So the
property holds.
5. Automating the proof method (logical point of view)
First, in order to automate the proof method described in Section 3, we take ad-
vantage of the complete correspondence between the algebraic and the logical se-
mantics for definite constraint logic programs, by considering a satisfaction-
complete theory Th which corresponds to v:
· v is a model of Th; i:e: v Th,
· for every constraint c, v 9c iff Th  9c,
· for every constraint c, either Th  9c or Th  :9c.
Next, we impose that the negation of the generalized constraints appearing in a
system of (extended) implications are finite generalized constraints themselves. A suf-
ficient condition for this requirement is that for each atomic constraint c of each gen-
eralized constraint, there are n atomic constraints c1; . . . ; cn such that:
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:c  c1 _    _ cn:
It implies the signature of the constraint system contains only a finite number of
constant symbols. But many theoretical results about logic programming assume an
infinite number of constant symbols (see [2] for example). Hence if we want to auto-
matically prove properties of pure logic programs, we need a constraint solver for
FT with equality and disequality constraints.
So, by replacing v-unsolvability by Th-unsatisfiability, Theorem 3.1 directly pro-
vides us with a correct procedure to prove that a system SI of (extended) implications
is true in the least model of a program Pgm and Th. The finiteness condition con-
cerning SI, as stated above, ensures its termination. However, its computational
complexity heavily depends on the complexity of the constraint solver, for which
Th gives a theoretical lower bound [15].
Example 5.1. We explain why one might use CLP(Q) for proving properties of
CLP(N) programs. Let F  f0; 1;g, where 0 and 1 are constant symbols, and + is a
binary function symbol. Let C  f; P g, where  and P are two binary
constraint symbols. If t is a term from T F ; V  and n a natural number, we denote by
nt the term defined by 0t  0 and n 1t  nt  t. Furthermore, we write n to
abbreviate n1. One can easily show that N and Q – w.r.t. the obvious interpretation
of F and C – are two solution-compact structures for áF,Cñ. We define the ‘N-
complement’ of t  s and t P s as
:t  s  t P s 1 _ s P t  1 and :t P s  s P t  1:
We have the following observation:
Observation 5.1. c ^ :c0 is Q–unsolvable implies c N c0: This enables us to use a
symbolic simplex-like algorithm as a constraint solver to implement Theorem 3.1, and
provides us with a correct procedure for proving properties of CLP(N) programs. The
complexity of a solver for CLP(N) [9] and Observation 5.1 justify the switch from
N to Q.
An implementation of Theorem 3.1 based on Observation 5.1 has been written in
Prolog III. The idea is that for all predicate p of a program and for each clause de-
fining p, we use the Prolog III interpreter to check the unsolvability of the formulae:
^kij1Bpi;j~ti;j
 
^ Cp;i ^ ~hi  ~x ^ :Bp~x. If we succeed for all clauses of p then we
conclude that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is true and so we have the implication
for p.
Example 5.2. Consider the following program which defines the Ackermann’s
function:
ack0; y; y  1  y P 0 
ackx 1; 0; z  x P 0; z P 0  ackx; 1; z
ackx 1; y  1; z  x P 0; y P 0; z P 0; t P 0 
ackx 1; y; t; ackx; t; z
Using our implementation we can show that 8x; y; z ackx; y; z ! z P y  1 , and
thus specialize the third clause
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ackx 1; y  1; z  x P 0; y P 0; t P y  1; z P t  1 
ackx 1; y; t; ackx; t; z
in order to be sure to find all the solutions to the goal:
> z6 61  ack3; y; z
fy  0; z  5g
fy  1; z  13g
fy  2; z  29g
fy  3; z  61g
>
6. Inherent incompleteness of the proof method
First of all, let us point out how dicult is the problem we address:
Theorem 6.1. The implication problem, i.e. proving that properties of the form
8d1 ^ p ! d2 – where p is an atom and d1 and d2 disjunctions of constraints – are v-
logical consequences of definite constraint logic programs, is unsolvable.
Proof. The proof we present relies on CLP(N) and can be generalized to most
domains under reasonable assumptions.
A 2-register machine (see [26,21,29]) has a pair of registers R1 and R2 which may
hold an arbitrary natural number. A program for the machine is defined by specify-
ing a finite number of states S0; S1; . . . ; Sn, together with, for each i, 16 i6 n, an
instruction to be carried out whenever the machine is in the state Si. S1 is the initial
state and S0 is the terminal state. Suppose we are in state Si (16 i6 n), there are the
two kinds of instruction:
1. add 1 to register Rj (j  1 or 2) and move to state Sk (06 k6 n),
2. test if Rj holds 0: if it does, move to state Sl, otherwise, subtract 1 from it and
move to state Sk, (06 k; l6 n).
We can describe such a machine by a program in CLP(N). The following clauses rep-
resent the instructions (1) and (2):
pR1;R2; i  pR1  1;R2; k
pR1;R2; i  R2  0  pR1;R2; l
pR1;R2; i  R2 P 1  pR1;R2 ÿ 1; k
Consider a 2-register machine and Pgm its CLP(N) associated program. The
proposition ‘‘Pgm N pR1;R2; q’’, where R1, R2 and q are integers, means that start-
ing from the state Sq with registers R1 and R2, the machine halts in state S0.
Example 6.1. Here is a program which computes n1 ÿ n2 if n1 P n2 and fails to
terminate if n1 < n2.
S0 $ Stop
S1 $ If R2  0 then move to S0
else subtract 1 from R2 and move to S2
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S2 $ If R1  0 then move to S3
else subtract 1 from R1 and move to S1
S3 $ add 1 to R1 and move to S3:
And its associated CLP(N) program:
pR1;R2; 0  
pR1; 0; 1   pR1; 0; 0
pR1;R2; 1  R2 P 1  pR1;R2 ÿ 1; 2
p0;R2; 2   p0;R2; 3
pR1;R2; 2  R1 P 1  pR1 ÿ 1;R2; 1
pR1;R2; 3   pR1  1;R2; 3
2-register machines are useful for coding any unary recursive function. Let f be an
unary recursive function, Dom f be the definition domain of f and Pgm the program
in CLP(N) associated with the 2-register machine coding f. We have the equivalence
n 2 Dom f () Pgm N pn;R2; 1: 6:1
Now, consider the following proposition
I 8R1;R2; q 2 N pR1;R2; q ) q 6 1
If Pgm N I then pR1;R2; 1 is not in the N-model of Pgm. By Eq. (6.1), we conclude
that Dom f  ;. Conversely, if Pgm N I then 9R1;R2; q 2 N such as pR1;R2; 1.
Thus by Eq. (6.1) we have R1 2 Dom f. Finally (Pgm N I () Dom f  ;.
Since for recursive functions, the problem ‘‘Dom f  ;’’ is unsolvable and as I is a
particular case of the implications we consider, we conclude to the unsolvability of
the implication problem. 
Now, let us try to identify three weakness of the proof method we propose. The
first one is a drawback of the implementation (but not of Theorem 3.1) we present in
Example 5.1 lies in the fact that we make use of CLP(Q) to prove CLP(N) properties:
Clearly, there is a lack of precision. Consider for instance the following program:
p0  
px  2x  1 
The implication 8x; px ! x  0 is true in CLP(N) but false in CLP(Q).
The second disadvantage of the proof method lies in the fact that we must have a
‘strong enough’ system of implications. For instance, in Example 4.2, the proof
method cannot work if we consider the following system of implications (let us call
it SI0):
8x qx ! x  x;
8x; y px; y ! x  fghx ^ y  hfgy:
Yet this system is clearly true. A solution can be to first prove the system of impli-
cation SI defined in Example 4.2. Then we prove v 8SI ! SI0. But it seems dif-
ficult to compute the right strong enough system of implications.
The third and main drawback of our proof method lies deeper. If the clauses de-
fining a logic procedure p are unitary clauses, the method is obviously complete.
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However, as soon as the definition of p contains one recursive clause, problems may
arise. Assume our proof method fails to prove the property 8~xp~x ! c~x. Hence
there exists one clause, say Clp;i, defining p such that the v-solvability of a sSIClp;i
produces a non-empty set S of solutions. If the clause Clp;i is unitary, the property
does not hold. But if the clause is recursive, then roughly speaking, the question
is: Q Mv;p \ S  ; ? In other words, is there any solution s 2 S which also belongs
to the semantics of p? If the intersection is empty, then the property is true w.r.t. the
ith clause of p. If the intersection is not empty, we have at the same time a set of
counter-examples and a guilty clause that show that the expected property is false.
However, we do not dispose of any finite means to answer the question Q. In general,
we cannot finitely compute the set Mv;p \ S. A possible enhancement could be to
prove that p terminates on S then to execute the query ~x 2 S  p~x on a CLP sys-
tem. Anyway, it is well known that termination is undecidable. So we believe that
here stands the heart of the incompleteness of the proof method shown by the The-
orem 6.1.
Example 6.2. Consider the CLP(N) program:
p1; 1  
px 1; y  2x 1   px; y
Assume we want to prove that 8x; y px; y ! y  26 3x. The property is true for
the unitary clause but for the recursive clause we obtain: Sx; y  x 36 y  26 3x.
So the question Q now becomes: can we find two natural numbers x and y s.t.
x 36 y  26 3x and px; y hold? The answer is yes: x  2 and y  4 (in fact, it
is the unique solution and a graphic representation of p and S may help). Hence
the property is false. The recursive clause generates the atom p(3,9) true w.r.t. the
program, which invalidates the property.
This last remark leads us to recall a well-known technique for proving implica-
tions such as I : 8~xp~x ! c~x, which resides in giving the goal p~x ^ :c~x to
the corresponding CLP system. If the answer is negative, then I is true; if the system
computes some values for ~x, then I is false. However, it may also loop: this is the case
for most examples in this article. This fact constitutes the main dierence with our
proof procedure which always terminates.
Finally, for some classes of programs, there is at least a decision procedure 4 for
proving systems of implications. Let us present two classes of programs and a pos-
sible proof method.
Definition 6.1 [24]. A level mapping of a program is a mapping from its set of
predicate symbols to the non-negative integers. We refer to the value of a predicate
symbol p under this mapping as the level of that predicate symbol, denoted by
levelp.
4 This is a correct, complete and terminating procedure.
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Definition 6.2 [24]. A program is hierarchical if it has a level mapping such that, in
every program statement p~h  Body, the level of every predicate symbol in Body is
less than the level of p.
Proposition 6.1. If a program Pgm is hierarchical, then, for each predicate p of Pgm,
there is a finite generalized constraint Ap which characterize p, i.e.
8~x p~x $ Ap
 
:
Proof. By induction on levelp. 
Definition 6.3 [14]. A program is 3-recursive if it is a definite CLP(Z) program such
that all its predicates are defined as follows:
p~x  n~x 
p~x ~a  U1~x  p~x
p~x ~b  U2~x  p~x
p~x ~c  U3~x  p~x
where ~a, ~b and ~c are vectors of integers, n~x; U1~x; U2~x and U3~x are finite linear
arithmetic constraints.
Theorem 6.2 [14]. If a program Pgm is 3-recursive then each predicate of Pgm can be
characterized by a finite generalized arithmetic constraint Ap.
Let Pgm be a definite program. Consider the following system of implications:^
p2P
8~x p~x ! Bp~x
 h i
:
Proposition 6.2. If Pgm is hierarchical or 3-recursive, then the following proof method
is complete:
for each p of Pgm;
· compute the finite generalized constraint Ap characterizing p,
· check if Ap v Bp.
Proof. Obvious by Propositions 3.1, 6.1 and Theorem 6.2. 
Automation of the above proof method follows the lines of Section 5. In contrast,
the proof method we propose in Section 3 does not constitute a decision procedure
but our procedure can be applied to every definite program.
7. Conclusion
Let us first compare our technique with other works.
The proof method we propose can be seen as an instance of computational induc-
tion [25] (see also [24, Chapter 2]) specially adapted to CLP. Extended execution
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[22,27] may prove a larger class of systems of implications although such systems
usually require the assistance of a human user to guide the search.
A whole chapter of [2] is devoted to partial correctness of pure logic programs. It
summarizes the work of [13,4,1,3] about the subject in a single framework. Two no-
tions of partial correctness are introduced.
The first one aims at determining the form of computed instances of a query and
can be proved as follows. For every logic procedure, a specification in the form of a
precondition and a postcondition is given. Then one has to check manually that the
program to be verified is well-asserted, i.e. it satisfies the specifications. Now if an
atom verifies its precondition, then all its computed instances (if any) are included
in the intersection of the instances of the atom with its associated postcondition.
The technique is applied in [2] to a sample of programs. It is the closest method
to our work. If we can express the specifications as constraints then we can automat-
ically prove a kind of well-assertedness for programs.
The second notion of partial correctness aims at computing the strongest postcon-
dition of a query w.r.t. a program, i.e. the set of all computed instances of a query. In
[10], it has been applied to concurrent constraint programs (ccp for short) and in par-
ticular to CLP programs with dynamic scheduling. The properties to be proven are
defined using constraints, user defined predicates and logical connectives. The basic
ideas are first to map any CLP program with delay conditions to a semantically
equivalent ccp where the delay declarations are embodied in ‘‘ask’’ actions. Then
for such specific ccp programs, a proof system for determining the strongest postcon-
dition is proved sound and ‘‘relatively’’ complete using the denotational semantics.
‘‘Relative’’ completeness means that completeness is guaranteed only when it is pos-
sible to express the strongest postcondition in the language of properties. On the one
hand, this approach is obviously more powerful than ours. It allows an extended for-
mat for the properties and takes into account the delay declarations associated to a
CLP program. Moreover, one can express our proof method as a derived rule of the
proof system presented in [10]. On the other hand, our method seems easier to un-
derstand, to apply and to implement. Furthermore, in Section 6, we also investigate
some syntactic conditions about CLP programs under which the strongest postcon-
dition can be expressed as a finite generalized constraint.
Some positive results about decidability of various semantics of logic programs
can be found in [28], where the author studies a related problem, namely the testing
problem. It consists in checking whether or not the semantics of a Prolog program
includes a given finite set of atoms. First the class of bounded programs is introduced.
Bounded programs are operationally characterized as the programs s.t. for every
ground query Q, the number of LD-refutations starting with Q is finite (note that
the LD-tree for Q may contain infinite derivations). Then, the main result of the pa-
per shows that the testing problem for bounded programs is decidable. The author
codes his decision procedure in Prolog as a variation of the well-known VANILLA
meta-interpreter. We believe that it does not seem clear whether the above result can
be easily lifted to CLP because it requires the introduction of new symbolic constants
into the constraint solver. Moreover, our problem is clearly closer to the partial cor-
rectness problem than to the testing problem since we check that every atom of the
semantics of a program verifies its associated property.
We now give some research directions in order to pursue this work. An obvious
extension of the proof technique we present is the ability to process many-sorted
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structures. Negation inside the body of the clauses could be considered. The intro-
duction of existential quantifiers in the consequent part of an implication seems to
raise many interesting problems. Improving our approach with techniques based
on Hoare logic, with suitable restrictions to ensure decidability, could also be inves-
tigated.
Finally let us summarize our work. We have presented a correct method for prov-
ing definite constraint logic program properties which can easily be implemented.
Unfortunately any proof method is incomplete, as explained in Section 6, but we
would like to emphasize on the generality of our work: Theorem 3.1 relies on prop-
erties of the structure v which all domains that satisfy the framework described in
[18] possess. The only requirement (which strengthens SC2) concerns the atomic con-
straints c’s appearing in a system of implications, namely: : c  c1 _    _ cn. To
our knowledge, for all CLP languages currently available, it does not seem to be
too severe a restriction.
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